
VM-2120/VM-2240
System Management Amplifiers

Versatile inputs provided include a remote microphone input, 
three microphone/line inputs, two background music inputs as 
well as a telephone paging input.

Every input can be balanced with the exception of the BGM 
inputs. An isolation transformer is optionally available. The 
balanced configuration helps ensure a system with high 
resistance to external noise pickup.

The microphone/line input and the BGM input channels are 
equipped with individual low and high frequency controls for 
desired tonal adjustment.

Built-in top priority is automatically assigned to emergency 
broadcasts at all times. For general announcements made using 
INPUT numbers 1-3, BGM is automatically muted during the 
announcement. Broadcast priorities can be set for each input.

In addition to the six standard chimes, a custom chime tone from 
the optional EV-200M Voice Announcement Board can be 
combined with announcements.

The BGM input as well as INPUT numbers 1-3 allow setting the 
volume level for each zone. If an emergency announcement or all 
call paging is required, the master volume control and zone 
volume controls are bypassed to ensure the broadcast is 
effectively heard throughout the zone or zones.

Three- or four-wire speaker line control is possible. Emergency 
broadcasts and all calls paging can be made even while the local 
attenuator is turned down.

For local systems used for non-emergency applications, 
broadcasts may be interrupted by control signals from the 
emergency master system. Local speakers can then also be 
utilized as master system speakers.

The distributed speaker line can handle a 100V (standard), 70V 
or 50V speaker distribution system by reconfiguring the unit's 
internal wiring.

Power turn on/off can be remotely activated from external 
equipment. If using the amplifiers as local amplifiers, power can 
be turned on or off by control signals sent from the master 
system.
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RM-200M/RM-210
Remote Microphone RM-200M/Remote Microphone Extension Unit RM-210

Up to four remote microphones can be connected but the 
maximum connection length for all cables is approximately 
800 meters (a VM-2000 main unit can supply power to a single 
RM-200M/RM-210 unit).

Five independent broadcast zones can be configured as groups 
by the VM-2000. Two groups from the five can be selected using 
the remote microphone.

An external microphone input terminal is provided to allow using 
a headset microphone.

Built-in internal compressor circuitry ensures broadcasts are 
always clear and distortion-free.

The TALK button may be a PTT or lock-type. The lock-type also 
provides "AUTO MIC Off" capability to automatically switch off the 
microphone if the TALK switch is inadvertently left on.

The emergency activation button is equipped with a cover in case 
of accidental selection. 

Broadcasting zone selection and activating the EV-200M Voice 
Announcement Board is possible through dedicated operation 
buttons.
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EXTENSION AMPLIFIER 
VM-3240E / VM-3360E

SYSTEM MANAGEMENT AMPLIFIER
VM-3240VA / VM-3360VA

1 unit per system
2 models available: 240 W or 360 W power output
6 recorded general announcements and 
2 recorded emergency announcements
8 remote microphones max. (up to 4 emergency 
remote microphones)
6 zones selectable from the front panel
Built-in high quality electronic voice message

System management amplifier can be expanded by 
connecting up to 9 extension amplifiers
2 models available: 240 W or 360 W
6 speaker line outputs
8 control inputs and 8 control outputs for general purpose
6 control inputs for emergency purpose and  
3 control outputs for status information
Connection to system management amplifier via VM Link

Exclusively for broadcasts made by firemen in  
emergency situations
For activation of emergency mode, start and stop  
automatic broadcasts of emergency announcements, 
reset emergency signals and l ive microphone  
announcements 
CPU-switch for emergency broadcast to all zones 
even in case of a CPU error 
Up to 3 RM-320F extension units can be connected to 
the emergency microphone
20 function buttons per extension unit
System software allows assigning of functions to the 
individual keys

11 function keys, 10 freely assignable
Zone, group and all-call paging, and activating 
pre-recorded messages
Extraordinary clarity and freedom from distortion by 
built-in compression circuit
Up to 4 RM-200M per system management amplifier
Up to 800 m total cable length
RM-210: Extension unit with 10 keys with similar  
functions as the remote microphone

EMERGENCY REMOTE MICROPHONE 
RM-300MF / RM-320F

REMOTE MICROPHONE 
RM-200M / RM-210

EMERGENCY POWER SUPPLY
VX-2000DS

Supplies the DC power to the system 
Keeps the batteries charged
Ambient temperature controlled charging voltage
Automatically switch-over in case of AC mains failure
Matching battery: 2 x 12 V sealed lead batteries

N O R M  C O M P L I A N T  &  S E C U R E

VM-2120 : 
120 W System
Management Amplifier

VM-2240 : 
240 W System  
Management Amplifier

RM-200M
Remote Microphone

Built to expand with your requirements.
The VM-2000 Series are designed with cost-effectiveness in mind, 
allowing for expansion as your needs grow. For instance, if the standard 
five loudspeaker zones are not enough, the unit can be linked to another 
unit for servicing an additional five zones and doubling the power output.
The VM-2000 Series' cost-effectiveness allows installation to be basic at 
first, then expanded as particular requirements dictate. Optional 
accessories and related equipment are available to meet specific 
requirements and enhance a unit's operational scope. The VM-2000 
Series conforms to most international emergency sound system 
standards and requirements such as IEC60849 (EN60849).

Remote microphone extends system 
control.
Adding convenience to a communications system is the RM-200M 
Remote Microphone that allows announcements to be made to any 
speaker zone and emergency announcements to all zones. 
These announcements can be made live or pre-recorded announcements 
can be activated. The remote microphone is connected by cable to the 
RM-210 Remote Microphone Extension unit.

Voice Announcement Board expands 
operational scope.
Any VM-2000 unit may be easily upgraded by installing several options 
such as the digital  EV-200M Voice Announcement Board 
which offers two additional emergency announcements, 
five commercial announcements, and one chime in 
addition to the stock tones provided by every 
VM-2000 unit.

Taking advantage of TOA's long-accumulated 
technological expertise and knowledge in security and 
audio, the VM-2000 Series is part of a select range of 
sound management equipment. Featuring outstanding 
audio performance, this range of equipment satisfies 
the growing need for reliable and efficient 
communications for various applications including 
office buildings, schools, shopping malls, 
supermarkets, factories, hospitals and transportation 
terminals.
Targeted at medium-sized facilities, every VM-2000 
Series unit offers three line/mic inputs, 2 BGM inputs 

and remote mic capability as well as telephone paging. 
All controls and indicators are laid out in a logical, 
easy-to-see manner that aids operation. Tonal 
preferences may be set for each channel in order to 
optimize it to sound the best for speech or music 
signals. The processed input signals can then be sent 
on to any of five independent loudspeaker zones as 
desired, or automatically to all in the case of an 
emergency. Operation is simple and trouble-free for 
site staff. And the VM-2000 Series' clean, attractive 
design makes it well-suited for installation in a 
building's operation center equipment rack or even 
on a table or desk in a reception area.

VM-2120/VM-2240 Rear

Intelligent self-diagnosis capability.
When a VM-2000 Series unit is fitted with the optional SV-200MA 
Surveillance Board, the unit gains the ability to conduct automatic 
system-wide checks for open or shorted speaker lines and ground leakage 
as well as other malfunctions, simplifying maintenance and other routine 
system tasks as well as instantly alerting operators 
when a fault occurs. And of course, the VM-2000 
Series is ready for failsafe operation with back up 24V 
battery power to ensure uninterrupted operation.

RM-210
Remote Microphone 
Extension Unit
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balanced configuration helps ensure a system with high 
resistance to external noise pickup.
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volume controls are bypassed to ensure the broadcast is 
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Three- or four-wire speaker line control is possible. Emergency 
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broadcasts may be interrupted by control signals from the 
emergency master system. Local speakers can then also be 
utilized as master system speakers.
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or 50V speaker distribution system by reconfiguring the unit's 
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